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Abstract
In the historical handwritten document retrieval system that we are currently building, the training data
set elements are the images of handwritten lines with
the manually made text transcriptions. We apply sequence comparison algorithms to these text transcriptions. We explore several sequence comparison algorithms that have been applied to phonology for their
usefulness in solving a problem of retrieving handwritten material. Finding an appropriate method for
comparing text lines will allow us to cluster the corresponding images of handwritten lines into training
sets. These training sets can then be used for pattern
recognition - an important part of the historical handwritten document retrieval system. At first we study
the information needs of the users of an archive where
the historical documents are stored. Then we explore
the longest common substring (LCS), Levenshtein and
Jaccard measures for matching the text lines. Taking
into account the drawbacks of these methods, we propose to weight the words in the text proportionally to
their information content. This weighting is expected
to provide results closer to the information needs of
users. We evaluate the results in terms of the precision
values for k top retrieved text lines. Using the mean
precision curves we show that the performance of sequence comparisons increases up to 18% when we use
the weighted sequence comparisons.
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Introduction

Our project aims at information retrieval from handwritten
documents. The project includes research in pattern recognition as well as in computational linguistics. Composing
these two domains we expect to gain insight into the visual
properties and linguistic structure of historical handwritten documents. We work with the archive of the Kabinet
van de Koningin (Queen’s Office) collection of the Nationaal Archief in the Hague (the Netherlands). To determine
what kind of information has to be retrieved from historical documents, we calculate statistics on the queries that
the Nationaal Archief receives. We aim at retrieving historical handwritten documents given a textual query. This
will considerably facilitate access to information, making
it quicker and easier. Creating a search engine for handwritten documents is a challenging problem [15]. We aim
at creating such a system using a set of transcribed training data so that it will enable us to retrieve untranscribed
documents from test sets [9]. Previous research on historical document retrieval systems led to difficulties in merging handwritten text with its annotations [5]. Word spotting may also be used for indexing handwritten documents
[16], but it is difficult to distinguish words automatically
in a handwritten text. To avoid this, we work with entire
lines of handwritten text: we divide an image of a handwritten document into lines using its visual features. These
lines then can be annotated and used for training a handwritten document retrieval system. We expect to benefit
from matching text annotations of handwritten lines in two
ways: suitable matching algorithms may be used for clustering text lines and then the images of handwritten lines to

obtain training sets for pattern recognition through machine
learning; since it is easier to process words in the domain
of digital text, we can explore the relevance of the results
of matching algorithms on text, select the best approach
and then apply it to handwritten lines. Sequence comparison applied to text lines provides a reference for matching
handwritten lines and can also be applied for users’ query
processing in an information retrieval system. Although
information retrieval is a broad field which has generated a
large body of knowledge, our application has a number of
particular aspects:
• text is composed of transcriptions of handwritten
lines;
• relatively small amount of text;
• highly redundant context, many administrative terms;

Fig. 1: Example of a query to the Nationaal Archief.
in English and Dutch, received by the Nationaal Archief
since the year 2001 till the present time. With the help of
a domain expert - an archivist, we classify these queries
and calculate statistics for them. Table 1 shows our results
for the queries written in English to the Nationaal Archief
since 2001.

• lack of redundancy in the dates, numerals and proper
names;

Class of a query

• special abbreviations and terms that cannot be found
in other collections.

names of people
dates
geographical names
names of objects (birth
certificate, ship, map, etc.)
titles of positions, professions (king, slave, officer,
etc.)
events (visit, ship crash,
arrest, etc.)

We envisage that our engine for retrieval of images of
handwritten documents will function in the following way:
1) transcriptions of lines are clustered (for example, following the algorithm presented in [2]) and the clusters are named according to the concepts present in
the transcriptions in cores of the formed clusters;
2) images of handwritten lines are assigned to clusters
according to their corresponding transcriptions clustered during the previous step;
3) using matching based on visual features, new untranscribed lines are assigned automatically to the formed
clusters allowing to search through the untranscribed
images of handwritten pages [13];
4) user gets a possibility to provide feedback on the image search results as well as to transcribe lines; this
will be a source of continuous learning for the system
[17].
In this article we address the problem of finding a suitable similarity measure for obtaining clusters of similar text
lines. This will enable us to perform the first step in the list
above.
We do not aim at an OCR-like transcription of the handwritten text because we assume that recognizing only a part
of the handwritten material will provide good information
retrieval results. In the following section we determine information needs of a user. It helps us to define the classes
of words to be recognized in the handwritten documents.
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Information needs

The Nationaal Archief receives queries from people and
organisations that search for information. Looking for information in an archive is time consuming and often requires considerable efforts from archivists. We explore the
information retrieval tasks that the archive receives in order to know what kind of information people would like
to extract. There are several thousands of emails, mostly

Number
of
queries
268
241
212
152

Part (%) of the
total number
of queries
28%
25%
22%
16%

73

8%

20

2%

Table 1: Classification of the queries in English received
by the Nationaal Archief during the last 6 years (20012006). Total number of queries is 966.
Figure 1 illustrates that one question can contain several
classes of queries. Our classification of queries is similar
to the concept categories presented in [1].
Table 2 shows our results for the queries written in Dutch
to the Nationaal Archief in 2001-2002. Many questions
to the archive written in English concern genealogical research and often do not contain much information about
the person in question. That is why the names of people are the most common class of queries. The information needs of the users who write in Dutch are somewhat
broader than those of the users writing in English, therefore
we included two new classes of queries: organizations and
other queries. By “other queries” we mean the queries that
may not be easily processed by a document retrieval system: for example, a request for some statistics over one or
more centuries of the Dutch history. We notice that queries
about names of people, dates and geographical names together compose approximately 70% of all information retrieval requests.

3

Text line matching

3.1 Standard methods
Here we present the sequence comparison measures that
we apply to text annotations of handwritten lines. The Jaccard coefficient is defined as the number C of words that

Class of a query
dates
geographical names
names of people
names of objects
organizations
titles of positions, professions
events
other queries

Number
of
queries
558
491
482
274
173
135

Part (%) of the
total number
of queries
25%
22%
21%
12%
8%
6%

102
43

4%
2%

Table 2: Classification of the queries in Dutch received by
the Nationaal Archief during 2001-2002. Total number of
queries is 2258.
are common to the two text lines being compared (query
line and match line), divided by the sum of number Q of
unique words for the query, number of common words for
the match and query, and number M of unique words for
the match [8]:
Jaccard =

C
.
Q+C +M

(1)

This measure may take values from 0 to 1. It indicates the
fraction of common words in the total number of words
found in both lines. When the Jaccard coefficient is equal
to 1, it means that the query line and the matched line have
exactly the same words, but not necessarily in the same
order. When the Jaccard coefficient is 0, then there is no
common word between the query and the match.
The Levenshtein distance determines the minimal cost
of edit operations – insertions, deletions and substitutions
– that are necessary to convert one line to another [12]:

 d(ai−1 , bj ) + cost(ai , ∅)
i j
d(a , b ) = min
d(ai−1 , bj−1 ) + cost(ai , bj )
(2)

d(ai , bj−1 ) + cost(∅, bj )
where ai is a segment a1 ...ai of the sequence a, bj is a
segment b1 ...bj of the sequence b, d(ai , bj ) - Levenshtein
distance between these two segments, cost(ai , ∅) - cost of
deleting ai , cost(ai , bj ) - cost of substitution of ai by bj ,
cost(∅, bj ) - cost of inserting bj . These edit operations are
weighted equally and are set to one. In this case the Levenshtein distance is the number of edit operations necessary
to convert one line to another. We also use the LCS, which
provides the length of the longest substring present in both
the query and in the match. In our case, LCS is the number l of words in the longest common substring. Unlike the
Jaccard coefficient, both the LCS and the Levenshtein distance depend on the word order in the lines that are being
compared. We apply the word-based Jaccard coefficient,
Levenshtein distance and LCS for measuring differences
between lines of transcriptions.
We use the sequence comparison algorithms that have
also been applied for phonological comparison ([3], [4]).
Since some archives of dialect phonology are still handwritten, the approach described in this article may be applicable to them.

3.2 Content-based weighting
As we noticed previously, most of the queries concern dates
and proper names. Such information is sparse compared
with other words. Obviously, if a query line contains a date
or a proper name, it is desirable to find matching lines that
are as close as possible and at the same time include this
date or the proper name. Nevertheless the sequence comparison methods described above do not make a distinction
between the words in the text lines. The standard sequence
comparisons treat a preposition and a proper name in the
same way. Therefore we introduce a weighting scheme that
allows us to underline the importance of words that belong
to the classes in Table 2.
As we conclude from the analysis of users’ queries, the
information we need is mostly represented by low frequency words - proper names and dates. So the words with
low frequency have to receive larger weights than the frequent ones. This can be addressed as an information encoding problem [14]. And we set the weights of words to
be proportional to their information content:
w(i) = α × log2 (

1
),
p(i)

(3)

where α is a parameter of the weighting, p(i) is the probability of occurrence of the word i, and i ∈ [1 : N ], N is
the number of words in our collection of text lines. This
weighting is similar to the IDF weighting [7]. Introducing
weights in the sequence comparison algorithms means calculating a sum of words’ weights instead of simply counting the common or unique words for the Jaccard coefficient:
PC
i=1 ωi
Jaccard = PQ
,
(4)
PC
PM
j=1 ωj +
i=1 ωi +
k=1 ωk
where ωi is a weight assigned to the word i; in our case
weights are positive integer numbers. Introducing weights
for the longest common substring leads to the following
formula:
l
X
LCS =
ωi .
(5)
i=1

In the case of the Levenshtein distance we set the following costs of edit operations: cost(ai , ∅) = ω(ai );
cost(ai , bj ) = max{ω(ai ), ω(bj )}; cost(∅, bj ) = ω(bj ).
When all weights ω are equal to 1, then we get the standard
formulas for the LCS, Levenshtein distance and the Jaccard
coefficient. Weights of words may also be obtained using
an algorithm for learning string edit distance costs [10], but
in this case a training set of pairs of strings is required.
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Experimental results

4.1 Data description
We describe experiments on a data set from the Kabinet
van de Koningin documents consisting of 5445 handwritten lines automatically segmented from scanned pages and
manually transcribed. An example of an automatically segmented line and its manual text transcription is in Figure 2.
The text composed of the transcriptions frequently contains
dates, professions and positions and geographical names

the weighting. Let us consider two examples of matching
lines by LCS before and after the weighting. In the first
example we consider the following query-line:
Fig. 2: Example of a handwritten line and its text annotation.

In these examples, we mark the end of each line by a semicolon unless there is already a punctuation mark at the end
of the line. At the end of the last line in every example there
is a period. The twenty closest matches according the LCS
on words are all the same: - Besluit fiat. (In English - ’so
be it decided’). These matches are not informative. The
good matches have to contain either the geographical name
Amsterdam or the name of a person P. Scholten or both of
these words. We can see the word Amsterdam appearing in
the two closest matches when we apply the weighting:
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te Amsterdam Mr P. Scholten. - Besluit fiat;
in Amsterdam Mr P. Scholten. - Decision made.
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Fig. 3: Histogram of the weights calculated according to
the information content of the words in the set of transcriptions of handwritten text, α = 1.
while most of the last names occur only one or two times.
It means that the approach described below will not lead to
clusters of lines containing last names.
Before evaluating the sequence comparison algorithms,
we perform the following text preprocessing: convert all
characters into lower case, delete punctuation marks, delete
numbers. Even though dates represent very important information, for the experiments described below we delete
all numbers during the preprocessing step. The reason for
it is that most of the numbers in our text do not represent
dates. Instead, numbers are used as page numbers and as
references to other documents in the Queen’s office collection. For example, in a data sample consisting of 500 lines,
only 45% of numbers indicate dates.
We prepare the test set for evaluating the precision on top
k lines retrieved according to a similarity measure. Given
our data set, we randomly select 25 query-lines under the
condition that each of them contains at least one word belonging to a category from the Table 2: names of people,
geographical names, names of object, titles of positions,
professions, organizations, events. In many cases such a
word is a geographical name. Then we select all good
matches for every of these 25 lines. We consider a line
to be a good match if one or more of its words belong to
the categories mentioned above and if these words coincide
with those in the query-line.

2e te Amsterdam, Mr J. Wiarda;
2nd in Amsterdam, Mr J. Wiarda;
hof te Amsterdam Mr J.C. Baron Band;
in Amsterdam Mr J.C. Baron.
The closest lines after the weighting contain the related
words, but similar results may also be achieved by
introducing stop words besluit and fiat. According to
our experimental results, the information content based
weighting leads to more semantically relevant results in
other, more complex cases. The second example of LCS
on words illustrates this. The query-line is:
nant -Kolonel, Provinciaal Adjudant in;
nant -Colonel, Provincial Adjutant in.
The main key word in this line is Adjudant (Adjutant). We
can see that taking into account the weights of words gives
matches that contain the key word more often. The results
without the weighting:
tot Rechter in de arr.
Rechtbank
to Judge in the district Court
het leger in Ned-Indie W. Boetje.
the army in Dutch Indies W. Boetje.
Adjudant ... en Grootmeester van H;
Adjutant ... and Grandmaster of;
And the results after applying the weighting are:

4.2

Performance comparison

We apply Jaccard, Levenshtein and LCS measures to our
data before and after the information content based weighting. We can see the histogram of weights in Figure 3. For
the experiments presented below we choose the coefficient
α to be 0.5. We compare every line to every other and
sort the results on the order of decreasing similarity to the
given query-line. Reading the lists of closest matches we
conclude that we can get more meaningful results if we use

Adjudant ... en Grootmeester van H;
Adjutant ... and Grandmaster of;
Adjudant den Majoor Jhr A.S. van Feh;
Adjutant the Major Jhr A.S. van;
van der Groot en Staf, Adjudant van Z.K.H.
van der Groot and Staf, Adjutant of Z.K.H.
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Fig. 4: Mean precision on the top k retrieved lines for
the Levenshtein distance: dashed line - without weighting,
solid line - with weighting.
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Fig. 6: Mean precision on the top k retrieved lines for the
Jaccard coefficient: dashed line - without weighting, solid
line - with weighting.
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Fig. 5: Mean precision on the top k retrieved lines for
the LCS: dashed line - without weighting, solid line - with
weighting.
This example underlines the ability of our method to assign
high weights to rare words, which often are the key words,
and therefore to enable them to appear in the matching results.
In order to evaluate the ability of our approach to retrieve
relevant information, we calculate its precision on top k retrieved lines. Figures 4 - 6 show the performance of our
weighting method in terms of precision - the percentage of
relevant text lines among the retrieved ones. These Figures
show that weighting the words makes the precision higher
and therefore improves our results. Since in our application we aim at grouping the text lines according to their
key words, the precision is more important than recall: it
is important that we extract the good matches, and not extracting some of them is less important.

5

Conclusion and future work

In order to determine the information needs for a historical document retrieval system, we study the queries to an
archive. We determine the classes of queries and analyse
the real-world queries of the Nationaal Archief for getting statistics. We analyse more than 3000 queries to the
Nationaal Archief from people and organizations in the
Netherlands and abroad. This allows us to define the con-
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Fig. 7: Comparison of weighted similarity measures.
tent interesting to the user and adapt text line comparisons
to it.
Several sequence comparison techniques are applied for
matching text annotations for handwritten lines. We incorporate the word information content in the line comparison procedure and get more semantically relevant results.
These results are evaluated by calculating the precision on
top k retrieved lines. The best results according to the precision evaluation are provided by applying the weighted
LCS as shown on Figure 7.
Some improvement for text line matching may be introduced by lemmatization. The study for finding the optimal
value of the coefficient α will provide the limits for our
approach and enable us to get its best performance. Our results can be applied to clustering images of automatically
segmented handwritten lines. Such clusters can serve as
training sets for machine learning aiming at creating handwritten document retrieval systems.
Our method is between basic keyword search and information retrieval. Lines of text contain more information
than a few key words, but are much less information than
is the case in full-document information retrieval. This
method is most similar to passage retrieval [6], [11] in
terms of the amount of text, but our lines are even smaller
than a typical passage. The matching results can be used
directly to train a passage retrieval system for handwritten
line strips. Our information content based approach may
also be applied for visual feature based matching of hand-

written lines.
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